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Ajim Juxta

b. 1983 in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia

Better known in the art scene as Ajim Juxta, Raja Azeem Idzham is a young
multi-talented visual artist who’s formal training is in architecture. After
graduation Ajim worked as an architect for some three years, before coming to
the realization that his true calling was visual art, a realization that eventually
lead him to make the decision to become a full-time artist.
His repertoire of works spans several mediums, including pen and ink, foundobject sculptures, and paintings on canvas. Like many architects-turnedartists, influences of architecture are apparent, particularly in Ajim’s use of
lines and structures in his artworks.
Ajim draws upon ideas of dystopian realities that many have ended up being
in whilst in pursuit of personal utopias. In the process of these pursuits, the
important aspects of life that should rightly be the focus remain left by the
wayside. The artist sees the lives of these individuals as being neither here
nor there, constantly in a state of discontent, yet lost as to what fulfillment
truly entails.

Ajim Juxta
Dystopians: Dance of the Clairvoyants (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
152.5 x 152.5 cm
PHP 229,592
USD 4,500
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Ajim Juxta
Dystopians: Remembrance Ritual (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
152.5 x 152.5 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi

b. 1976 in Palembang, Indonesia

Originally from Palembang in Southern Sumatra, Dedy Sufriadi is the second
of six siblings and began painting seriously at the age of 15 while still in
Senior High School for the Arts (SMSR). From there, he went on to study
at the prestigious Indonesian Institute of the Arts (Institut Seni Indonesia) in
Yogyakarta, better known by its Indonesian acronym ISI, where he majored in
painting. In 2013, he obtained his Masters degree from the same institution.
Dedy is an avid reader, seriously consuming books ever since he began
his tertiary education in 1995. One specific area he is particularly well read
in is existential philosophy, a subject that has strongly informed his artistic
endeavor.
Best known for his text-based artworks, Dedy revisit his semi-abstract
figuration body of work, known as the Childish Series, of which four works
have been selected to be exhibited.
The Childish Series demonstrates Dedy Sufriadi’s ability to allow intuition and
emotional intelligence to reign free, but at the same time logically aware and
cognizant of when to rein it in.

Dedy Sufriadi
Childish Series: Happy Together #2 (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi
Childish Series: Mode On (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi
Childish Series: Mode On #2 (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi
Face Off #3 (2019)
Oil & Acrylic on Canvas
40 x 40 cm

Dedy Sufriadi
Kambing Galak (2019)
Oil & Acrylic on Canvas
30 x 40 cm
Dedy Sufriadi
Childish Series: WeFi (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Dennis Bato

b. 1989 in Caloocan, Metro Manila, Philippines

For Dennis Bato, a young artist from Manila whose creative and intelligently
perceptive works have been getting deserved attention, the path to becoming
an artist has not been a straightforward one. Like a number of other artists
we’ve come to know over the years, Dennis obtained his formal training in the
field of architecture.
His background in architecture has given this young artist a unique way
of looking at what’s around him, constantly deconstructing the obvious to
discover insights about how the world ticks.
It is through this lens that the artist analyzes society, often uncovering
questions that have been forgotten, or expediently brushed aside for the sake
of development and “progress”.
His installation I Really, Really takes a critical look at consumerism, the
obsession many in society have of acquiring stuff, often not because of
real need, but because of perceived wants, and the idea that without these
objects, life will somehow not be complete. Do expensive designer products
or gadgets become necessary to make our lives whole? Or have we in fact
played into a social order that demands us to consume and procure more, an
order that ultimately is designed to benefit the producer, not the consumer?
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Dennis Bato
I Really, Really (2020)
Polyester Resin, Polyurethane Foam, Epoxy
Resin, Various Objects
167 x 100 cm
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I Really, Really artwork detail views
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Gatot Indrajati

b. 1980 in Bogor, Indonesia

Gatot Indrajati was born in West Java, but grew up in Magelang, a major city
in the province of Central Java. Since young, he has always had an affinity
with wood, fashioning his own toys, not being able to afford the commercially
available metal or plastic figures and toys. Instead, he created his own
versions of superheroes by his own handiwork.
Pursuing his higher education at the Indonesian Institute of the Arts (ISI),
wood became the primary medium for his sculpting work. Gatot is thus far the
only artist to have won the UOB Painting of the Year award twice; the first time
in 2011, and once again in 2016. Not only did he win the award a second time,
but Right or Wrong My Home, the artwork submitted, was selected for the
Painting of the Year at the regional level as well.
His depictions of wooden toys in his works are critiques of society, dolls and
toys becoming metaphors for those who become the playthings of others,
a phenomenon that exists in society today but not often acknowledged. His
works provide a “second life” to these playthings, as well as provide a platform
for Gatot to express his opinions about social issues he observes in society.

Gatot Indrajati
Under Water (2020)
Acrylic on Pine Wood
55 x 75 cm
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Gatot Indrajati
Pinust Toy 01 (2019)
Acrylic on Pine Wood
8 x 15 x 22 cm
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Gatot Indrajati
Pinust Toy 02 (2019)
Acrylic on Pine Wood
8 x 13 x 23 cm
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Ronald Apriyan

b. 1979 in Prabumulih, South Sumatra, Indonesia

Ronald Apriyan’s artworks articulate the artist’s own experiences and
observations, through the lens of children’s innocence and joyfulness
expressed in the drawings and paintings they create.
The colorful artworks by Ronald, rendered in his unique style, borrow from
current pop culture, and often contain interesting takes on very recognizable
icons, often subtle critiques about human nature as observed by the artist.
Ronald sees a certain truth in rudimentary drawings and paintings created
by children and is often in awe of the colors and lines expressed by them.
This observation has become an inspiration for the artist in his own paintings,
creating his own fantastical scenes elicited from the innocent imaginative
creations of children.
For Ronald, his canvas becomes a diary, his stories told in colors, forms, and
lines. His art evokes pure joy, an expression of his own joie de vivre, created
to be shared with art lovers, in their own quest to find morsels of joy and
happiness in life.
One of the artworks selected, Exciting Chat is part of a brand-new series
that is making its fair debut at Art Fair Philippines 2020 this year.

Ronald Apriyan
Thank You Vincent (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
160 x 120 cm
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Ronald Apriyan
Exciting Chat (2020)
Acrylic on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Taufik Ermas

b. 1984 in Bukit Tinggi, Sumatra, Indonesia

The dialectics of space and examinations of memory are central to the current
body of work by Indonesian artist Taufik Ermas.
In 2006, Taufik almost lost his life in the tragic earthquake that shook the city
of Yogyakarta, where he lives and works. He was rescued from the rubble in
which he was trapped when the structure he was in collapsed. The experience
of being trapped within treacherously constricted space during his ordeal, not
knowing whether he would survive, has become an important driver in the
development of his work.
Taufik’s current series of paintings, including those selected for this year’s
Art Fair Philippines, utilizes a technique the artist calls Contoured Relief,
a method of modifying canvas surfaces, creating physical contours on the
surface of the canvas.
These traces resemble silhouettes that are incorporated into his paintings, in
addition to paint and brushstrokes. Ideas that the artist wishes to convey are
physically manifested in the works, an added dimension to the area and depth
common to paintings, producing a new take on what “painting” is all about.

Taufik Ermas
Behind The Sin: Simultaneous Portrait - Where I End You Begin (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
100 x 75 cm
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Taufik Ermas
Nomadic Portrait #1 (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
55 x 45 cm

Taufik Ermas
Behind The Sin: Night Walker Series #1 (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
40 x 30 cm

Taufik Ermas
Nomadic Portrait #1 (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
55 x 45 cm

Taufik Ermas
Behind The Sin: Night Walker Series #2 (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
40 x 30 cm
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Taufik Ermas
Drown in Silence: Before Midnight #2 (2019)
Acrylic on Modified Canvas
55 x 40 cm

Artemis Art is a gallery whose primary focus is on promoting young and emerging artists from
Malaysia and the surrounding Southeast Asia region. Since establishing the gallery in 2011, we
have been located in Publika, an important art and culture hub in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
From the start of operations until present, Artemis Art has organized close to 70 solo and group
exhibitions, both within our own gallery space, and through collaborations with other galleries and
spaces within Malaysia and abroad.

© 2020 by Artemis Corporation Sdn Bhd, all rights reserved
This eCatalog is produced in conjunction with Artemis Art’s participation in Art Fair Philippines 2020, from February 20 to 23, 2020.
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